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The calculation of infrared spectra by molecular dynamics simulations based on the AMOEBA polarizable force field has re-
cently been demonstrated [Semrouni et al., J. Chem. Theory Comput., 2014, 10, 3190]. While this approach allows access to
temperature and anharmonicity effects, band assignment requires additional tools, which we describe in this paper. The Driven
Molecular Dynamics approach, originally developed by Bowman, Kaledin et al. [Bowman et al. J. Chem. Phys., 2003, 119, 646,
Kaledin et al. J. Chem. Phys., 2004, 121, 5646] has been adapted and associated with AMOEBA. Its advantages and limitations
are described. The IR spectrum of the Ac-Phe-Ala-NH2 model peptide is analyzed in detail. In addition to differentiation of con-
formations by reproducing frequency shifts due to non-covalent interactions, DMD allows visualizing the temperature-dependent
vibrational modes.

1 Introduction

Gas phase infrared spectroscopy was developed and ap-
plied to biologically relevant molecules with the aim to de-
cipher their structures based on the sensitivity of the frequen-
cies to the environment of the chemical groups1–5. Both dou-
ble resonance and photodissociation techniques were applied
to both neutral and ionic species in the last decade. Most of
the time, detailed interpretation of such experiments involves
theoretical calculations. The infrared spectra are usually com-
puted using static harmonic quantum mechanics calculations
and band assignments rely on the main components of nor-
mal modes. The main drawback of this approach is the use of
scaling factors to compensate for anharmonicity and the fact
that calculations are restricted to 0 K, even though tempera-
ture effects are known to be significant. Currently, several ap-
proaches exist to account for anharmonicity in Hessian based
non-dynamical methods6–9. They are accurate but generally
limited to the study of small-size systems. Molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations have been established as the method of
choice to include directly in the calculation temperature and
anharmonic effets such as frequency shifts, band broaden-
ing or band combinations10–15. Born-Oppenheimer (BOMD)
and Car-Parrinello (CPMD) molecular dynamics have been
successfully applied to gas-phase and solvated biomolecules,
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however they are limited to short propagation times of tens of
picoseconds16–22.

We have recently proposed the extension of the polariz-
able AMOEBA force field23–25 to infrared spectroscopy of gas
phase peptide models26. This approach was based on the suc-
cessful combination of such a force field, that includes refined
electrostatics and an explicit polarization term, and the Fourier
transform of the dipole-dipole time correlation function during
a finite temperature molecular dynamics. This methods allows
to reproduce spectroscopic signatures that reflect the role of
the environment due to hydrogen bonds or solvent molecules.
Long-time simulations are accessible by classical molecular
dynamics providing the possibility to see conformational dy-
namics signatures directly on the IR spectra. However when
the system under study becomes of larger size, band assign-
ments based on chemical intuition or static quantum chem-
istry calculations become non-straightforward, and sometimes
irrelevant.

Indeed, the dynamic spectra identification is a recurrent
challenge and various methods have been proposed for vibra-
tional mode assignments13,27–48. Wheeler et al. have sug-
gested principal mode analysis (PMA)11,27 in which the aver-
age mass-weighted normal modes and associated frequencies
are calculated from a classical MD trajectory by evaluating the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix associ-
ated with the mass-weighted displacements of the molecular
coordinates from their equilibrium positions28–30. The sim-
plicity of this approach makes it attractive, although several
studies have pointed out some limitations, e.g. when the po-
tential energy surface of the molecule is anharmonic or when
the thermal equilibrium is not guaranteed49–51.
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The instantaneous normal mode analysis (INMA) and its
variants31–36 are obtained by diagonalizing the Hessian ma-
trix at each instantaneous configuration of the molecule. The
INMs provide an instantaneous decoupled second-order de-
scription of the vibrational motions of the molecule at the cor-
responding time-dependent configuration. The INMs there-
fore evolve with time, which complicates their identifica-
tion37. Furthermore, INMA can be very time-consuming on
large systems.

The vibrational spectrum can also be obtained by the Ko-
hanoffs procedure38 that allows to extract the eigenfrequen-
cies and eigenmodes from the analysis of MD trajectories
without having to calculate the second derivatives matrix39.
A first global estimation of the frequencies is followed by the
determination of the eigenvectors through a least squares fit
of the trajectory including orthogonality constraints. Then,
the trajectory is projected onto each of the normal modes.
At that point, each projected trajectory contains mainly one
frequency component, which is re-estimated. Starting with
this framework, several methods were developed these last
years40. The standard procedure to estimate the vibrational
frequencies is based on the Fourier transformed velocity auto-
correlation function.

Vuillemier et al. proposed a method for obtaining nor-
mal modes based on a localization criterion for the Fourier
transformed velocity time-correlation functions of the effec-
tive modes13. There exists a choice of the localization func-
tion for which the method becomes equivalent to PMA based
on covariance matrix diagonalization. A proper choice of the
localization function leads to a method with a strong analogy
with the usual normal mode analysis of equilibrium structures,
where the thermal averaged Hessian replaces the Hessian. The
Hessian itself is never calculated.

Bowman et al. and Kaledin et al. developed a method
named Driven Molecular Dynamics (DMD) to perform a full
normal-mode analysis, that does not require a calculation of
the Hessian41–43. They showed that normal modes can be ob-
tained using a straightforward MD approach. The method em-
ploys an external harmonic driving term that can be used to
scan the spectrum in a continuous wave fashion to determine
resonant absorptions, that for weak signals are the normal-
mode frequencies. The molecular motions, induced by driv-
ing at resonant frequencies, are (by definition) the vibrational
modes41,42,44.

Finally, digital filtering methods may be used to selectively
enhance or suppress the vibrational motion in a MD simula-
tion solely on the basis of frequency45–47.

Among these approaches, we have chosen the driven molec-
ular dynamics method which provides a direct way to under-
stand molecular vibrational modes at a relatively low com-
putational cost and is able to study nonharmonic motion and
mode coupling. One important advantage of DMD is the ca-

pability to describe easily low frequency vibrational modes in
the far IR region52. They define the motions of large scale
conformational changes which generally occur along the tor-
sional degrees of freedom. Because of the long-range and col-
lective nature of these vibrational modes, they are highly sen-
sitive to molecular structure and its chemical environment, and
thus provide a fingerprint of the structure53. Moreover, these
modes can be used to determine the mechanical anharmonicity
in such large amplitude motions. In this context, the frequency
driven approach is able to monitor the anharmonicity degree
as a function of the temperature52,54,55. In the following sec-
tions, we briefly describe the DMD algorithm and its imple-
mentation in the current version of the TINKER program56.
Then we discuss its coupling with a previous implementation
of finite temperature IR spectra by molecular dynamics simu-
lations. The computed frequencies are used directly as input
for DMD to assign vibrational modes. Specific tools were de-
veloped for this purpose. They are described here and applied
to N-methyl-acetamide, a peptidic fragment model. Finally,
an application on the Ac-Phe-Ala-NH2 dipeptide is detailed
using the full chain of methods necessary to carry out in order
to obtain band assignments of finite temperature IR spectra.

2 Computational Strategy

2.1 Quantum Chemistry Calculations

Geometry optimizations were performed using density func-
tional theory (DFT) with different functionals, i.e. the pure
GGA dispersion-corrected functional B97-D57, the hybrid
functional B3LYP58 and the global-hybrid meta exchange-
GGA functional M0659, associated with the 6-311+G(d,p) ba-
sis set. IR spectra computed at the DFT/M06 level were pre-
viously found to be consistent with experimental results on
peptides60,61. Some energetics were computed also with Dun-
ning’s correlation consistent basis set cc-pVTZ. All the calcu-
lations were carried out with the GAUSSIAN program pack-
age62.

2.2 The AMOEBA Force Field and Its Parameters

The AMOEBA (Atomic Multipole Optimized Energetics for
Biomolecular Applications) polarizable force field has been
used successfully to reproduce structures and relative energies
of peptides25,63,64. One of the main differences with first gen-
eration potentials is its more complex electrostatic model, in-
cluding permanent charge, dipole and quadrupole moments
on each atom which are derived from quantum mechanical
calculations25. Another valuable feature is the inclusion of
many-body polarization effects which are explicitly treated us-
ing a self-consistent atomic dipole polarization procedure65.
Repulsion-dispersion interactions between pairs of nonbonded
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atoms are represented by a buffered 14-7 potential66. The
intramolecular valence terms consist in bond stretchings, an-
gle bendings, and torsions with the MM3 force field energy
form67. Additional terms are used such as out-of-plane bend-
ing and valence crossing terms to model the coupling between
bonds and angles. Except for multipoles, the AMOEBABIO-
09 set of parameters available in TINKER 6 was used for the
current study56.

It was shown previously that structure changes, and even
more IR spectra, are very sensitive to weak interactions, such
as intra or intermolecular hydrogen bonds, in MD simula-
tions26. In AMOEBA, thanks to the multipolar expansion of
the electrostatic energy, one can expect a good representation
of hydrogen bonds. Ponder et al. studied the importance of
multipoles moments and intramolecular polarization on con-
formational energies of polar molecules63. They conclude
cautiously on the use of small model systems to derive inter-
molecular parameters for larger systems. From the distributed
multipole analysis (DMA) method developed by Stone68,69, a
set of multipoles was derived for the whole dipeptide studied
in section 3 and assigned to each atomic site. The effect of
the method, the basis set and the reference structure to extract
multipoles on the computed infrared spectrum of the dipeptide
studied in section 3 are presented in Supplementary Informa-
tion.

2.3 Dipole Autocorrelation Function Fourier Transform
Approach (DACF)

Infrared spectra are most often computed within the double
harmonic approximation. Accordingly, vibrational frequen-
cies at energy minima are directly derived from second deriva-
tives of the potential energy with respect to molecular coordi-
nates. A posteriori, some scaling factors can be applied to
the frequencies in order take into account partly anharmonic-
ity and finite temperature. A better way to include these ef-
fects is to perform dynamics simulations, in classical, Born-
Oppenheimer or Car-Parrinello framework, and then calculate
the Fourier transform of the Dipole Auto Correlation Function
(DACF) to obtain IR vibrational spectra. We have proposed
previously such calculations of the power spectrum using the
AMOBEA force field and the TINKER program26. In this
study, the DACF procedure was usually performed as follows.
MD trajectories were propagated using the Velocity-Verlet al-
gorithm, with a time step of 0.1 fs. All trajectories began with
an equilibration phase, in the canonical ensemble, to reach the
equilibrium temperature. The temperature was maintained by
the Nosé-Hoover thermostat which was found previously to
be the most appropriate26. The length of the equilibration
phase depends on the temperature to attain, usually between
10 and 50 ps. At the end, atomic coordinates were stored
and then 3 simulations, of 200 ps each, were performed to

record the dipole moment along the trajectory. These trajec-
tories started with the same initial geometry but atomic veloc-
ities and kinetic energies were distributed randomly. Infrared
spectra were calculated by the DACF procedure and then av-
eraged over the three simulations.

2.4 Vibrational Mode Analysis based on Driven Molecu-
lar Dynamics

2.4.1 Method The AMOEBA-DACF approach is able
to determine accurately finite temperature vibrational spec-
tra including anharmonic effects26. However, the assignment
of bands in MD simulation of absorption spectra remains a
tricky task, requiring sophisticated vibrational mode analysis.
Some methods are available from the literature such as prin-
cipal mode analysis (PMA), normal mode analysis (NMA) or
MD trajectory filtering methods. Bowman et al. proposed a
novel approach to perform a mode analysis that does not re-
quire a calculation of the Hessian41,43.

The method implements an external, harmonic driving term
that can be used to scan a frequency range and to deter-
mine resonant absorptions. This approach, called Driven
Molecular-Dynamics (DMD), provides a viable alternative to
the standard Hessian-based normal mode analysis. It was in-
troduced in a previous version of the TINKER program by
Kaledin et al.42,43. In this work, starting from their kernel,
we performed developments for an implementation of DMD
into the TINKER 6 and 7 software and for vibrational mode
analysis.

The Hamiltonian for driven molecular dynamics of a molec-
ular system of N atoms is given by:

H(p,q, t) = ∑
i

p2
i

2mi
+V (q)+U(t)

where q and p represent the 3N atomic coordinates and conju-
gate momenta, respectively, and V is the molecular potential.
The driving force depends only on internuclear distances. It
is included at each step of the dynamics via the driving term
U(t) as follows:

U(t) = ∑
i, j

λi jri jsin(ωnt)

In this equation, λi j are the coupling constants (the driving
parameters), ri j the internuclear distances, and ωn the normal-
mode pulsation obtained from a DACF calculation. When this
force is felt by a vibrator at a pulsation very close to ωn, the
system should respond to the driving force by executing mo-
tion that is a normal mode (resonance) and with an absorp-
tion of energy. At non-resonant frequencies, the absorbed en-
ergy is small and oscillatory with time. On resonance, it in-
creases quickly. At resonant frequencies the molecular mo-
tions induced by a weak driven force closely correspond to
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the normal-modes, while harder driving induces nonharmonic
motion and leads to mode-coupling and nonharmonic shifts
which are missing in standard normal-mode analysis52. In a
previous study, the issue of the choice of the driving parame-
ter λ determining the amplitudes of the atomic motion is dis-
cussed42. When λ is chosen small, the molecular motions are
of small amplitude, in the harmonic limit. For large λ val-
ues, DMD allows the study of coupled anharmonic motion.
For peptides in gas phase, the typical values for lambda were
found to be between 1.10−5 and 2.10−5 Hartree/Bohr.

2.4.2 Limitations and improvements DMD is a method
to perform the calculation of the IR spectra with a full normal-
mode analysis that does not require a calculation of the Hes-
sian. The calculation of all eigenvalues and corresponding
eigenvectors of the Hessian would scale approximately as
O(N3) which is infeasible for large number (N) of atoms. The
DMD approach requires O(N) gradients of the potential per
time step. A trajectory of Nsteps scales as O(N ∗Nsteps) and the
scan of Nscan frequencies scales as O(N ∗Nsteps ∗Nscan). As
stressed by Bowman et al.41, the scaling of DMD becomes
competitive compared with standard Hessian-based method
only for systems including more than 1000 atoms. In the con-
text of the present study, the frequencies are already known
from DACF MD simulations. DMD is used only for the as-
signments of vibrational modes and scales as O(N ∗Nsteps) for
each mode of interest. Moreover, the intensities derived from
absorbed energies are not really comparable to experimental
intensities. Conversely, the power spectrum obtained from
DACF simulations can be compared to the experimental ab-
sorption spectrum since it is derived from the dipole moment
and allows a direct access to fundamental and combination
bands. Furthermore, the method was proven to be accurate
for frequency positions when associated to a polarizable force
field such as AMOEBA26. Nevertheless, DMD has unique
capability: it can selectively excite a mode on a frequency cri-
terium.

It is within this framework that we have developed DMD
based tools for vibrational mode analysis based on the DACF
frequencies. As previously mentioned, the two spectra are not
equivalent for the intensities42. Accordingly, a strong infrared
intensity does not ensure the capability of the internal coordi-
nate to absorb energy55. At a resonant frequency, a DMD tra-
jectory shows oscillations of atoms around their equilibrium
positions with an amplitude proportional to the absorbed en-
ergy55. For example, Fig. 1 displays displacements of C=O
and N-H internal coordinates of N-methyl-acetamide for two
resonant driving frequencies corresponding to each stretching
mode. In the bottom part, the N-H stretching mode is excited
at its resonant frequency of 3518 cm−1 with light DMD condi-
tions (i.e. 5000 steps, 0.1 fs by step, λ = 5.10−7 Hartree/Bohr).
It can be seen that the system is monotonically absorbing en-

ergy with increasing simulation time with negligible absorp-
tion in the C=O. In the top part, at the C=O stretching mode
resonant frequency of 1723 cm−1, it is much less obvious to
define the resonant coordinate on a single criterion of oscil-
lation amplitude. In order to obtain clearly visible C=O os-
cillations, the conditions of the DMD simulation have to be
more specific, i.e. 30000 steps, 0.2 fs by step, λ = 2.10−5

Hartree/Bohr in this case. The latter example also emphasizes
that a filtering of motions, based on frequency and not on am-
plitude, is required to observe a specific normal mode.

Fig. 1 Monitoring the C=O and N-H N-methyl-acetamide stretch
modes by DMD simulations. See text for DMD conditions.

In the case of the model system H5O+
2 , Bowman et al.

showed that for the lowest frequency mode (178 cm−1), the
coordinate displacement after a DMD simulation can be used
to define the associated normal mode with an excellent agree-
ment with the Hessian approach41. For large-size and flexible
systems, such as proteins or hydrated ions, an issue can be the
”resolving power” of the method, i.e., the ability to distinguish
modes that are very close in frequency. It may be necessary to
drive for longer times to separate modes with nearly the same
frequency. Driving for longer times must be done with care
by choosing smaller coupling constants because, as the energy
absorbed increases, anharmonic motions will be observed41.

Increasing the temperature implies frequency shifts due to
anharmonicity effects. It is difficult to correlate anharmonicity
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arising from temperature (DACF) or absorbed energy (DMD),
because the mechanisms of energy absorption are very differ-
ent and the normal mode response is very dependent on the
potential energy surface of the system. The position of the
N-H stretch maximum intensity in the N-methyl-acetamide
molecule can be collected from both simulations with the idea
to calibrate the amplitude of the driving force to reproduce
the observed shifts with temperature (see Fig. S2 in Sup-
plementary Information). For example, at 200 K, the maxi-
mum amplitude is observed close to 3495 cm−1. However,
DMD simulation conditions depend strongly on the interro-
gated modes, and of the population of the modes at very close
frequencies. Consequently, competitions can occur present-
ing a challenge to the DMD approach. We will detail later
our procedure for normal modes analysis in a dipeptide case,
depending on the frequency range and with the aim to study
coupled anharmonic motions.

2.4.3 Tools implementation. The main idea is to catch
the atomic motions characteristic of a vibrational mode during
the DMD simulation at ωn, and to display vibrations both as
displacement vectors and in animated form in a similar way as
conventional Hessian-based analysis. The characteristic mo-
tions must be collected when the energy absorbed by the mode
under study is near its maximum. The mode will be described
by a difference of nuclear positions between two steps during
the dynamics, carefully chosen. In-between these two steps,
at non-resonant frequencies, the absorbed energy is small and
oscillatory with time and can be viewed as ”noise” fluctua-
tions in the visualization process. To get a clear picture of the
normal mode it is desirable to reduce the noise.

In order to provide band assignments of a MD spectrum,
the following procedure was implemented:

1 - Monitor oscillation amplitudes of internal coordi-
nates during the DMD, and calculate their oscillation fre-
quencies

The structure was first energy minimized with TIN-
KER software until the RMS gradient was less than 10−5

kcal.mol−1. Starting from the system initially at rest at this
stationary point, 5 000 steps of DMD simulation are enough
(e.g., a total dynamics of 0.5 or 1 ps, depending on the time
step) without an equilibration phase. From the molecular
motions corresponding to each resonant driving frequency
(e.g. Fig. 2), the frequency of the corresponding mode can be
calculated. For a better numerical accuracy, this is carried out
over the 20 last periods.

2 - The internal coordinate which vibrates with the pul-
sation closest to ωn (driving pulsation) is identified as the
reference resonant coordinate and is by definition the vi-
brational mode

We focus on frequency rather than magnitude because some
modes absorb more energy, even off-resonance. Therefore,
a mode with a strong IR absorption is not necessarily the
one with maximal absorbed energy in a DMD process. This
is particularly important when the frequency of the normal
mode is not known accurately (e.g. for a high temperature
spectrum).

3- Deduction of the time steps that will be used for the
description of the motion, i.e. a starting point and an end-
ing point

These steps are defined through the internal coordinate
selected in the previous step. We start by choosing the end
step as the one for which the oscillation amplitude of this
coordinate is maximal (see Fig. 2). The starting step is

Fig. 2 Choice of end and starting steps for the description of normal
modes from DMD simulations. Here, the N-H stretch of
N-methyl-acetamide. The driving frequency at 3518 cm−1 is
obtained from DACF spectrum at 1 K.

associated to an internal coordinate close to its equilibrium
value, i.e. with a displacement close to zero. This is observed
every 1

4 period. As 20 periods is the reference time for
the frequency calculation, the starting step is deduced from
20 − 1

4 period. The associated time is the equivalent to a
reversal of n

4 period with a value set to n = 79.

4 - Removing the non-resonant motions
This ”filtering” process is also based on a frequency crite-

rion on internal coordinates. For all resonant internal coordi-
nates, the motion (between starting and ending steps) for the
associated cartesian coordinates is kept. For all other coordi-
nates, displacement is set to zero. The selectivity of the filter
is a powerful tool to isolate a specific motion or to visualize
collective motions in a frequency range.

In Fig. 3, an example of an amide II mode analysis is
provided from DMD-based tools (in red) on the N-methyl-
acetamide molecule.
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Fig. 3 Amide II mode of N-methyl-acetamide (1551 cm−1): in
white, normal mode from static calculation and in red, from DMD
simulation (10000 steps, 0.1 fs by step, λ = 10−6 Hartree/Bohr,
filter = 5 cm−1 ).

The results from Hessian diagonalization is also shown in
white. All the components are reproduced. Intensity dif-
ferences are mainly explained by different energy absorp-
tion mechanisms, anharmonicity in DMD calculation, and in-
evitable small geometric differences between optimized and
starting step structures.
These current DMD-based analysis tools emphasize the capa-
bility to collect normal modes dynamically. The coupling with
the DACF procedure allows the assignment of finite tempera-
ture spectra, inside or outside harmonic condition framework.
The filter criteria in frequency and amplitude can be associated
to different display formats allowing alternative views of the
movement associated to a given frequency. The next section
will be devoted to an application of these DMD assignment
tools to the finite temperature IR spectrum of the Ac-Phe-Ala-
NH2 dipeptide.

3 Results and Discussion

The protected peptides series of Ac-Xxx-Phe-NH2 and Ac-
Phe-Xxx-NH2 (with Xxx = Gly, Ala, Val and Pro) have been
studied by Chin et al. using IR/UV double resonance spec-
troscopy and DFT quantum chemistry calculations70,71. More
recently, Jaeqx et al. have investigated the structures and in-
frared spectra of Ac-Phe-Ala-NH2 and Ac-Phe-Gly-NH2 by
IR-UV ion-dip spectroscopy (IR-IDS) and Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics simulations72. These model peptides
are flexible enough to form various non-covalent interactions
leading to different chemical environments of the CO and NH
groups, and thus to specific spectroscopic signatures. Based
on this available set of results, we have also considered Ac-
Phe-Ala-NH2 as a good candidate to assess DMD-based as-
signments of DACF spectra.

3.1 Selection of conformations

Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics simulations were per-
formed using AMOEBA on Ac-Phe-Ala-NH2 (see Supple-

mentary Information). Among a collection of generated con-
formations, ten low-energy structures have been selected for
quantum chemistry calculations and are presented in Fig. 4.
The high flexibility of the peptide allows various intramolecu-
lar non-covalent interactions, and the main ones are provided
in Fig. 5. These interactions often correspond to hydrogen
bonds between an amine or amide group and a neighboring
oxygen in a C5 or C7 motif. Furthermore, C8 and C10 inter-
actions are possible between more distant groups. Another
stabilizing effect is the N-H . . . π interaction that can exist
between an amide hydrogen and the aromatic ring.

The relative energies of the ten conformations were com-
puted at several levels of calculation. Details about the DFT
results are presented in Table S2 in Supplementary Informa-
tion. The energetic order can be impacted by the functional
used, however the differences are rather small and all methods
yield FAa as the most stable structure, similarly than in pre-
vious studies70,72. This conformation is stabilized by one C5,
one C7B and one Hala-π interaction.

The main objective of this paper is the normal mode anal-
ysis of finite temperature spectra. This implies that the fol-
lowed structures remain stable during the dynamics at a given
temperature. At 50 K and even more at 200 K, barriers be-
tween conformations can be crossed and the barrier heights
have been estimated around 5 kcal.mol−1. Among the ten
starting structures, five structures, i.e. FAa, FAd, FAe, FAf
and FAh, keep their original conformation (see Supplemen-
tary Information). Consequently, the following assignments
of spectra will be discussed only for these structures.

3.2 Infrared spectra and normal mode analysis

3.2.1 N-H stretching modes. Assignments have been
proposed previously by comparing the experimental spectrum
to harmonic frequency calculations on the FAa structure at
the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory (with a scaling factor
of 0.96)70. The 50 K spectra and the frequency maxima for
the FAa, FAd, FAe, FAf and FAh conformations are compared
to experimental values in Fig. 6. These five structures remain
stable during a 200 ps simulation at 50 K. There are 4 N-H
stretching contributions in the peptide, i.e. peptidic N-H of
alanine and phenylalanine and 2 N-H from the NH2 group.
The latter are symmetric and antisymmetric combinations if
the environment of both N-H is similar but they are more local
modes otherwise.

Mode assignments can also be based on DMD simulations.
The N-Hala frequency is only well reproduced in FAa and FAh
(exp : 3445 cm−1) because it is involved in a weak interaction,
Hala-π in FAa and C5B in FAh. In other structures, where it
is free, the computed frequency is overestimated. FAa, FAd,
FAf and FAh structures reproduce well the N-Hphe frequency
position (exp : 3422 cm−1). The environment is similar for
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Fig. 4 Low-energy structures of FA at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level associated to the main non-covalent interactions for each structure.

Fig. 5 Nomenclature of non-covalent interactions in FA structures.

FAd, FAf and FAh, in a Hphe-π weak interaction. In FAa, it is
also involved in a rather weak interaction (see below). How-
ever in FAe, the N-H is involved in two interactions (Hphe-π
and C5A), and the frequency is red-shifted in comparison with
experiments. NH2 stretchings are well described in FAa, FAe
and FAf structures because it is involved in a C7B interaction
in each case. In FAd, this interaction exists in the starting
structure but it is not preserved during the simulation and the
amine group prefers to make a π interaction.

To conclude, FAa is the better structure to reproduce the N-
H stretching modes in agreement with previous studies. The
average error on the frequencies is ca. 5 cm−1 in comparison
with experiments70. However, five bands, instead of four, can
be distinguished in the FAa spectrum due to change in the N-
H environment during the dynamics. In FAa, the C=OPhe is
shared between two hydrogen bonding interactions with the
N-HPhe and one HNH2 (Fig. 7). This competition weakens
each hydrogen bond. In FAf, this competition does not exist
because the C=OAla interacts only with one HNH2 . Therefore,

hydrogen bonding should be stronger for FAf. Indeed, the
average length of the O. . .H hydrogen bonds was found at ca.
2.07 Å for FAa and 2.00 Å for FAf, during a 5 ps simulation at
50 K. In FAa, the band at 3392 cm−1 is a representative case of
a major competition, and the band at 3375 cm−1 corresponds
to the loss of the competitive interaction, that strengthens back
the remaining one.

If static calculations are usually suitable to assign localized
frequency modes, DMD allows to follow modes associated
to frequency shifts with increasing temperature and to take
into account coupling between modes. For example in
Fig. 8, the frequency of the driving force is obtained from
DACF spectra for two conformations, 3527 cm−1 for FAf
and 3549 cm−1 for FAh, that correspond to the frequencies
of the antisymmetric NH2 stretch mode. A value of λ =
10−6 Hartree/Bohr was chosen to stay in the regime of small
oscillations. The two N-H have a similar environment in FAh
whereas in FAf, the C7B interaction decouples the two modes.
In following variations of the N-H distances during a short
simulation, DMD is able to highlight the strong coupling
in FAh and the more local behaviour of NH2 stretching in FAf.

3.2.2 Fingerprint range. The IR spectrum of Ac-Phe-
Ala-NH2 was recorded in the 100-1850 cm−1 range using the
FELIX free electron laser72. DACF spectra have been com-
puted at 1 (not shown), 50 and 200 K to compare with ex-
periments (Fig. 9). It is difficult to correlate strictly experi-
mental and calculated temperature. For example in the case
of low-temperature experimental spectra, Gaigeot et al. rec-
ommended to simulate the spectra with a higher temperature
to speed up the dynamics72. Carbonniere et al. discussed the
limits of ab initio MD at finite temperature to take into account
all anharmonicity effects that can be recorded in static calcu-
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Fig. 6 DACF spectra in the 3300 - 3600 cm−1 range for the 5 stable
structures during dynamics simulations at 50 K. Experimental
frequencies are provided as red bars.

lations14. In this study, experimental band widths at ca. 15
K are close to those calculated at 200 K, such as the pattern
around 1400-1500 cm−1) in Fig. 9. However, frequencies are
not really affected by the temperature of the simulation.

Assignments for DACF frequencies in the fingerprint range
are proposed in Table 1. They have been obtained in two ways,
Hessian diagonalization at the AMOEBA optimized geome-
try and normal mode analysis from DMD simulations. For
DMD attributions, modes are obtained first for a 1 K spec-
trum to check its capability to visualize modes similar to the
ones obtained by a static calculations, and second for a 200 K
DACF spectrum to visualize changes in modes induced by an-
harmonicity and temperature. The parameters used for DMD
assignments are detailed in Supplementary Information.

Modes in the C=O stretch region are very close to those ob-
tained at the static DFT/M06 level (scaled by 0.9613), with
on one hand, the coupling between NH2 bending and COala

Fig. 7 Hydrogen bonds in FAa and FAf structures.

Fig. 8 N-H mode coupling in antisymmetric NH2 stretchings for
FAf and FAh structures. DMD conditions: 10 000 steps of 0.1 fs, λ

= 10−6 Hartree/Bohr.

stretch, and on the other hand the coupling between C=Ophe
and C=OAce stretchings. In the 1650-1750 cm−1 range, three
bands are observed experimentally, while four bands have
been calculated, COphe and COala stretchings (coupled), and
a symmetric and antisymmetric combination of COala stretch
and NH2 bend modes (see Fig. 10 for symmetric combina-
tion). These two last components are still found when the
temperature is increased to 200 K, while the coupling between
C=Ophe and C=OAce stretch modes decreases with tempera-
ture. In 1 K DACF spectrum, both contributions at 1649 and
1662 cm−1 have been assigned to the same symmetric contri-
bution of NH2 bending and COAla stretching, which reflect the
previously mentioned competition between the COAla. . .HNH2
and COAla. . .HPhe hydrogen bonds.

The experimental pattern around 1400-1550 cm−1 is as-
signed to C-H bends and amide II bands with C-N contribu-
tions at low temperature, and an additional contribution of N-
H bends at 200 K. Other N-H bendings, at 1522 and 1543
cm−1 are in good agreement with experiments. The bands be-
tween 1400 and 1500 cm−1 are assigned to C-H bends. Fur-
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Fig. 9 Experimental72 and DACF spectra of FAa in the 1100-1800
cm−1 range at 50 and 200 K.

thermore, one advantage of DMD is to capture anharmonic
movements, for example, allowed by increasing the tempera-
ture. The intense peak at 1599 cm−1 in the 200 K spectrum
corresponds to the predominant contributions of CH3 umbrella
modes and NH2 bending modes (Fig. 11, left part). The other
intense band is attributed to C-H with large CH2 and CH3 bend
contributions (Fig. 11, right part).

Fig. 10 Assignments from static (left, orange arrows) and from
DMD calculations (right, red arrows) for 1649 cm−1 normal mode
defined as symmetric combination of NH2 bending and C=Oala
stretching.

Around 1250-1270 cm−1, DMD assignments are C-N
stretchings, while DFT attributions correspond to collective
N-H bends. NH2 rocking is calculated by DFT at 1164 cm−1,
while in dynamics, it is found at 1073 cm−1. Experimental
intensities in this frequency range are very low, and make it
difficult to conclude on the position of this band. DMD can
also be used to observe soft modes in the far IR range where
motions are essentially collective and a large part of the atoms
vibrates with energy absorption. For instance, a frequency at
351 cm−1 corresponds to the NCO(Phe) bend mode as a major
contribution (using an amplitude filter), see Fig. 12.

Fig. 11 Assignments from DMD calculation for 1599 cm−1 normal
mode defined as CH3 umbrella and NH2 bending (left) and 1465
cm−1 (right) normal mode for C-H bend contributions.

Fig. 12 Assignments from static (left, orange arrows) and from
DMD calculations (right, red arrows) for 351 cm−1 normal mode
which corresponds to NCO(Phe) bending.

4 Conclusions

We have discussed the implementation of driven molecular
dynamics in the latest version of the TINKER program using
the AMOEBA polarizable force field. Powerful DMD-based
analysis tools allow assigning and visualizing normal modes.
In a previous work, we demonstrated that the AMOEBA-
DACF approach is able to determine accurately finite temper-
ature vibrational spectra including anharmonic effects. Good
agreement with experiments is illustrated again here on the
Ac-Phe-Ala-NH2 dipeptide, through extensive analysis of the
conformations (see SI) and the IR spectra (AMOEBA-DACF)
with an identification of normal modes (AMOEBA-DACF-
DMD). This approach is intrinsically easy to extend to large
molecules. It may thus provide a route to calculation and in-
terpretation of IR spectra when the currently used methods,
i.e. quantum mechanical based on either Hessian or molecular
dynamics, become out of reach.
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